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Manual focus lenses for canon eos

Left:Bower fisheye manual focus Center: Vivitar 85/1.4 manual focus Right: Zeiss 21/2.8 manual focus A common question from Canon EOS owners is whether older manual focus lenses from other manufacturers can be used with a Canon EOS body. The answer is a qualified yes in many cases. Of course you don't get
autofocus, nor do you get any kind of focus verification unless you use a special adapter with built-in electronics. In addition you do not receive any kind of automatic iris operations. Stop down measurements on most SLRs and DSLRs, focus is done on full DFDs, and if you adjust the diprotor to, say, f11, it remains
completely open until just before exposure, then it stops for exposure and opens up again. This will make the landscape image brighter and make concentration easier and more accurate. For almost all manual focus lenses, this stops down during mechanical exposure through levers that are carried out as mirror
cameras flip up. Canon EOS system bodies have no means to do so. The EOS lens interface is fully electronic, and the Canon EOS EF and EF-S series lenses stop from the camera via electrical signals when a mechanical lily lens is mounted on an EOS body, it should stop measuring. This means that the lens is first
focused on the full dipretor (for maximum accuracy), then manually stopped shooting into the differential before the shot was taken. Lens focus is another issue. Many people have problems with careful focus using the EOS standard viewfly display, as it has no focus help (such as a splinter image center). While special
handy focus help scenic screens are available for multiple EOS bodies, in most cases you should depend on the main screen. It's possible to get precise focus, but you need a properly aligned view screen and good vision. A scenic magnifying glass is often useful. Alternatively most current DSLRs have a live visibility
that displays the actual image from the sensor on the rear LCD in real time, which is often with the image zoom option. This is the best and most accurate way of judging focus. The only downside is that it's time-consuming and you can't do it with the camera up to your eye. Af confirms the third alternative chip is that the
use of the lens adapter is connected with what is called the AF approval chip. It's a small electronic chip in a housing molded with contacts that interact with electronic lens contact pins in the body of the Canon EOS camera. Basically it fools the body into thinking that the EOS EF/EF-S lens series is attached and the lens
has been switched to manual focus mode. In these situations the camera body activates the green dot of light confirming the autofocus in the camera's viewfly, so that you cue in focus and beep when you have lenses focused on the subject. AF verification chip attached to While many people have had good luck with AF
approval chips and chip adapters enabled, there are a few reports that they have damaged cameras. I used three of them from different sources (all via eBay) and I had no problems with any of them. If you want to connect a chip to an existing adapter it is very important that it glues precisely at the right point so that the
contacts on the chip align properly with the camera pin. There are several types of AF verification chips. The easiest just tell the camera it's ok to enable AF verification light and send a fixed focal length and DDF (usually 50mm f2) to the camera. Others can be programmed with focal lengths and doperators using
cameras to perform programming. Some can be calibrated to focus. Make sure you know what you're getting if you buy one. The most popular source is, of course, exposure and measurement when using a lens focusing manually on the EOS body there are two modes of exposure that will work properly, manually and
dipressor priorities. In manual mode you adjust both shutter speed (via EOS body) and diprotor (via dipressor loop on lens) yourself. In Aperture Priority mode, you adjust the diragm on the lens and allow the EOS body to determine the shutter speed. Because the mechanically compatible manual focus lens has no
inherent electrical coupling to the body, the body does not know it exists and so with most current EOS bodies lcd screens will be reading differential 00. This is normal. dont worry about it . Some older EOS body DSLR videos will display 1.0, and this can be changed by dialing the usual diperator control to anything you
want. However you want to set it to 1.0. Don't dial in your diprotor using the lens. Put it in 1.0, and if it changes to something else (some ums will change this value when switching between modes), change it to 1.0. As mentioned earlier, some adapters have a built-in focus adaptation chip. In that case, the chip is usually
programmed to tell the body of the EOS camera and the doperator. It may be f1.4 or f1.8 or something else. The camera will then display that doperator, but you can safely ignore it. The camera will measure the amount of light actually coming through the lens and in priority the dipretor will calculate the appropriate
shutter speed. Use this displayed diprotator for any exposure calculation (though it's recorded in the EXIF data image. although autoexposure will work just fine, some EOS bodies may need some degree of exposure compensation - or not. there's really no way to say without doing a few tests . . you can either shoot, look
at the results, and then decide whether compensation is the case. Needed. It's easy with digital, but frustrating to do with movies. Another way is to compare reading meters for the same scene between manual focus lenses and regular EOS lenses. In the same way as the other. It should give the same shutter speed. If
they don't, add exposure compensation on the manual focus lens until they do. I found most lenses very good, but few needed exposure to compensation sets. The reason for this is complicated and is related to the relative positions of the lens output ores and the optics of self-gravity sensors. Clearly, using a hand focus
lens is unpleasant, but sometimes it can be worth it if the EOS lens is equivalently expensive, if the manual focus lens is better than any Canon EF or EF-S Series lens (rare, but happens), if you shoot more static subjects or if you don't use the lens often. Multipliers/Teleconverters use multipliers with slightly
sophisticated adapted lenses. When you ride twice as many canons (teleconverter) on the EOS body there is a connection between them. 2x basically says to the body hey, I'm 2x and everything you see through me should look like a authentic, operational, Canon autofocus lens. If you have a lens on the multiple that
says Hey, I don't ride a canon-compatible EOS lens, the camera body gets upset and refuses to work! In fact if you just ride the twice and try to take a shot, you will find the camera rejected or reporting the error status. It wants to see an EOS lens there if you have a handy focus lens on the adapter with a built-in focus
verification chip, everything should be fine. Then the lens tells the multi-double and the camera that it's okay and it's a compatible lens that makes the camera happy again and will work. If you are using a safe series for lenses in the main mount lens, as like the M42 twice as much on the M42 lens or the Nikon twice as
much on the Nikon lens, then mount the adapter on the series you should have no problem. The camera body doesn't matter in this case because there are no twice as many average canons telling the camera body to expect a Canon lens. If everything fails and you don't fire a lens mounted on a canon multiplier and
camera, you can multiply slightly by rotating that small amount of foot (as though you removed it from the camera). This disrupts the 2016 multiple connection and the camera is happy again. Just don't rotate a few times too far or it will fall from the camera! Microswitch lens detection in some EOS bodies there is a small
micro switch in Our Lens that should not be tripped by any lens adapter or lens attached in order to make the camera body work. If the compatible manual focus lens travels this microswitch, the camera body will connect them to appear for the authentic EF series lens. If the electrical connection doesn't see the correct,
the camera body thinks there's an error situation and it won't work. I've never been able to find an official list where the bodies have this switch and they won't, do the body of the initial 1D series, to MkII 1D. MkIII 1D does not. I think the D30, D60 and 10D do it too (note that the D30/D60 is not after 30D/60D). Some,
probably everyone, have its EOS movie body. I know EOS-3 does for example. If you are one of the bodies with this microswitch and your compatible lens makes the camera freeze you have to remove a small part of one of the bayonne flanges in order to avoid tripping the switch. Or that or doesn't lock the adapter
entirely on mount EOS. If you rotate it completely so that it clicks to place it the switch does not travel. Of course the adapter is that they are not completely locked on the camera, so you have to be careful not to accidentally allow the lens to be part of the company with the camera! The flag is determined to the focal
length of the aircraft, the focus of a lens with the distance from the lens to the sensor. A mechanical adapter that allows a lens to be mounted on an EOS body and focused to infinity is only possible if the lens is designed to focus an image at a greater distance between a standard EF series lens and sensor in the EOS
body. This is because you need some space for the mechanical adapter between the EOS body and the lens. If the lens is designed to focus an image at a shorter distance then the EF EOS lens, then the manual focus lens should be placed inside the EOS body! The distance from the flange mounted behind the lens to
the film (or digital sensor) is known as the back flange, or the fling distance to the focal plate, or sometimes as the fling-to-film distance. Here is a list of fling distances to the focal point of the aircraft. For all Canon EOS cameras it is 44.0mm, which is shorter than most other large cameras. This enables lens adapters (in
theory) to be made for lenses shown in green below. Lenses shown in red (which includes all Canon FD and previous lenses) cannot be mounted on an EOS body and still get into infinite focus without some moderate optics. Canon EOS 44.0 mm Adapters Contarex 46.0 mm Mechanical adapters with no optics and which
maintain infinity focus may be possible Contax RTS 45.5 mm Leica R 47.0 mm Nikon 46.5 mm Olympus OM 46.0 mm Pentax K 45.5 mm Pentax Screw (M42) 45.5 mm Petri Bayonet 45.5 mm Ricoh Bayonet 45.5 mm T2 mount 55.0 mm Yashica FR, FX 45.5 mm Canon (FD and earlier) 42.0 mm Adapters would need
optics for infinity focus and act as weak multipliers Fujica X Mount (bayonet) 43.5 mm Konica F 40.5 mm Minolta MD 43.5 mm Miranda 41.5 mm In addition, since medium format lenses are normally located much further from the film than 35mm lenses, it should be possible to mount just about any medium format lens on
an EOS body via a suitable adapter. Adapters are available for Hasselblad, Pentakin-6, Kiev, Mamilia 645, Pentax 645 and Pentax 67 lenses, and everyone should focus infinitely without problems. The only exception may be a few wonderful lenses around the world that need to The mirror is locked for use. You can find
such intermediate format adapters on eBay if you can find them from the usual vendors (Amazon, Adorama, B&amp;H, etc.). Mechanical lens adapters (no optics required) mechanical adapters (as one of the adapters containing no optics) can be made for each of the lens mouts shown to be green in the table above. I
have seen the advertiser adapter for sale for the compliance of Nikon, Olympus OM, Leica, Contax/Yashica, Bolt Pentax (M42) and T mountain lenses to body Canon EOS. Prices range from about $20 for plain Pentax screws and $10 for T Mounts, up to more than $200 for more complex and harder to find adapters. If all
else fails, Cameraquest has most adapters, but their prices are high. $200 for most adapters and even $125 for plain pentax screw (M42) to EOS adapter. Another place to look at is Ebay, where there are many people selling cheap adapters made in China. Their quality varies, but the price is usually true. Although it
seems like Pentax K Mountain lenses should be adaptable to the EOS body if you just consider the flange to the plane's focal length of PK lenses, it turns out that the diaphragm pairing lever that sticks from behind the lens causes problems. In most EOS bodies you have to remove this lever. However aps-C body EOS
sensors that can make EF-S lenses [all after EOS 10D) can make Pentax K lenses compatible without having to remove differential coupling levers. There is more room inside the EF-S capable body, and the reflex mirror of the APS-C sensor cameras is smaller, so there is less chance of interference. Adapters are
available on Ebay for about $10-$40 (more expensive circuit-approved focus ones) and there are a number of sources. Some claim that they work with any EOS body, not mentioning any lens correction, but I would like to suspect such claims. Others warn that they only work with unchanged lenses with APS-C (product
sensor) DSLRs designed to accept EF-S series lenses. The following adapters are known to exist. Others may exist, it's not an exclusive list. All EF series adapters will work on EF-S, but EF-S adapters will not work on full frame bodies without the risk of damage to the reflex mirror. Brunica ETR Medium Format Brunica
SQ Medium Format Contax/Yashica SLR Hasselblad Medium Format Leica R Leica Visoflex Mamiya 645 Medium Nikon F Lenses with Nikon G Aperture Rings (and Non-G) Lens No A Olympus Ring Ring OM Pentax 42 Bolt Mount Pentax K (to EF-S) Pentax PDA (to EF-S) Pentax 645 Medium Pentax Format 67 Medium
Format Tamron Adaptall T-mount Ebay is also a good source. Try this link - Pentax Bolt (M42) Notes - there are two types of M42 lenses. The first is completely handy so you can manually adjust the alteration at any time. These lenses can be used with any M42 adapter. The second type of M42 lens has a pin that
closes when it becomes depressed differential . It is designed for use on cameras to allow automatic focus with wide open lens but stops to the desired diperator when a shot is taken. For the lens type with the pin, the adapter must be designed to depress the tin so that you have manual dipretor control. The exception is
that some lenses with pins also have manual auto switches. These lenses can be used with adapters that do not depress the pin if they are switched to manual differential control mode. Canon FD optic lens adapters to the EOS adapter containing optics to enable infinite focus lenses with mounts shown in the top table in
red will be able to focus to infinity without optics in an adapter. While purely mechanical adapters are possible, and are actually available, lenses installed through such adapters will be able to focus on infinity. The focus limits for each lens will vary and can range between anything from a few feet to a few dozen yards.
Optic adapters are available for a number of lens mounts, including Canon FD lenses, often at relatively low cost. For example Pro Optics Canon FD lens to EOS body adapter – about $50 in Adorama. The problem is that optics in these lenses are rarely equal to optics in lenses, and therefore image quality suffers. In
addition they also act as twice as weak, so their excellent 50mm FD lens may become an average lens of 70mm or 80mm when installed on the EOS body via an inexpensive optical adapter unless it stops way down. However if you have a bag full of Canon FD lenses there may be worth experimenting with the FD
adapter to the EOS optical adapter below known (it's a shortlist!): Canon FD (e.k.a. Pro Minolta MD optics adapter (e.k.a. Fotodix adapter) although it should be possible to ride Konica to EOS with optics that allow infinite focus, I've never seen one and even got the name of one. I haven't heard I guess Konica lenses are
not that popular, plus Konica is just about the shortest flange to the focal plane distance of any 35mm SLR lens and so optics need to be stronger than either the Canon FD lens or the MD minolta. It's too bad because some very good Konica lenses are out there if you have konica lens your best bet olympus system is
four-thirds. Konica adapters do not require optics for up to four-thirds and can be easily found. Canon's real brand FD lens adapter canon actually made two adapters to install Mount Canon FD lenses on the EOS body. The first is a fully mechanical adapter (FD-EOS conversion mountain lens), and so the lenses don't
focus to infinity. But they can be used for macro work. The second adapter is designed for the following FD lenses and allows infinite focus: FD 200mm 1.8M FD 200mm 2.8 RF FD 300mm 2.8 L FD 300mm 4 FD 3 00mm 4 L FD 400mm 2.8 L FD 400mm 4.5 FD 500mm 4.5 L FD 600mm 4.5 FD 800mm 5.6 L FD 4.5 L
FD 85-300mm 4.5 FD 150-600mm 5.6 L This includes optics and acts as a 1.26x multiplication. Canon's section number is C54-2131 and the original cost was about $240. It was only available through Canon's professional services. It was intended to help professionals with expensive lenses transfer from old FD
Mountain to the new EOS mountain back in the late 1980s and it stopped after a few years. So there are a lot of out there and a few that command a relatively high price (I've seen them sell for over $1,000 in the past). If you have a great investment in quality FD glass it may be worth looking for one. Elephoto FD to EOS
Elephoto adapter made FD to an EOS adapter that was somewhat better than generic cheap, but not as good as Canon (however it was much cheaper!). I don't believe it's still in production though. See Elephoto FD wrote to the EOS adapter for my review when it first came out. Other lens adapters - Tamron Adaptall
and T-mount Tamron Adaptall One series of other hand focus lenses can be used on the EOS body, and this is the Tamron adaptall series. These lenses can be installed in just about any camera body via the appropriate adaptall adapter. Tamron make a lot of such adapters, in fact they make one for most major SLR
lines. They even made one for Canon EOS. The note I said made one, not them one, since they stopped it a long time ago. They are now very hard to find. The good news is that recently other people have begun making copies of Mount Tamron Adaptall for EOS. Before such Adaptall mounts were available, there was a
solution. Here it is: The Mount M42 Adaptall also seems to be getting difficult to find, so if you can take one of the other two routes there. The first is to get Mount Adaptall for either Nikon or Contax. Then you can look at the EOS adapter for Nikon to EOS or Contax. Both are now available on eBay at reasonable prices.
You can usually find them at about $20 (made in China, but just about everything these days!). You can also have a very expensive German/Swiss/Japanese made adapter cost up to $200. I'm sure the more expensive ones are made better, but they seem to work cheaply. Before Tamron developed its Adaptall
installation system they introduced an easier T-mount so that any T-mount lens could connect to any DSLR. While adaptall system has mechanical coupling to lens diffber control, T-mount was just a screw yarn without a simple coupling. Mount T looks a lot like the Mount Bolt Pentax M42, but it's not the same. T2
Mountain has a M42x0.75 metric thread (0.75mm ground thread) while the M42 has a metric M42x1.0 thread (1mm yarn ground). Be aware of the difference. Don't try to screw a T-Mount lens into an M42 adapter (or vice versa). It will start to screw in well but if everything looks very stiff after a turn or so, check out who
you are Adapter for lenses. If you have things wrong with the adapter you will get the threads damaged. tmonette lens . It looks like a Pentax M42 screw yarn, but it's not the same T-mounts as it is generally not a simple mechanical pair between the lens and the camera. Just a screw thread. No leverage to couple
apostur settings, no automatic stopping down in shooting, no mechanical contacts, no focus drive. No electrical or mechanical information is transmitted from lens to camera. Early (1957) T Mountain there, officially designated as Mount T1, with the theme M37x0.75 but these lenses do not show up much. I've never
actually seen a lens with the original Mount T1 - or the Mount T1 adapter - though I'm sure they're there. When people talk about t-mount lenses and adapters, they almost always refer to Mount T2, which was introduced around 1962. Most of your mountain T lenses are likely to come across from the early 1960s and 70s,
though there are still a few mountain T lenses in production today (2013). They tend to have low-cost generic lenses. Many inexpensive 500/8 mirror lenses use a T-mount. Some Russian lenses also come in a Mount T. Many telescope adapters and t-mant microscopes are available. Because it is so simple, the Mount T
system can be used to connect almost any optical system to a camera. The T-Mount adapter ring (which connects to the camera) is cheap and only available for any camera. Here's a short list of some of the handheld focus lenses I've successfully used in both EOS film and digital body: Pentax 50/1.4 (Pentax Screw)
Pentax 55/2.0 (Pentax Screw) Peleng 8/3.5 fisheye (Pentax Screw)) Zenitar 16/2.8 fisheye (Pentax Bolt) Tamron 500/8 Mirror (Tamron Adaptall Mountain) Viva 500/8 Mirror (T Mountain) Tamron 17/3.5 (Tamron Adaptall Mountain) Tamron 24/5 2.5 (Tamron Adaptall mount) Tamron 28/2.8 (Tamron Adaptall mount)

Jupiter-9 85/2 (Pentax Screw) Pentacon 135/2.8 (Pentax Screw) Soligor 35// 2.2 The 8(T-Mount) Vivitar 19/3.8 (Pentax Screw) various telescopes (T-Mount) were none better than the same lenses as the Canon EOS EF, though some were cheaper (in some cases much cheaper!) and some are not available from Canon
(e.f). 8mm fisheye). Pentax 50mm f1.4 Super Takumar M42 Mountain – $75-$125 on eBay (Credit: Asahi_Pentax_Takumar_50mm_1-4.jpg#filelinks) I think the answer is generally no, not unless you're for cost reasons or unless you're just like playing around with old lenses. However there are a few conditions in which
using an older (or newer) manual focus lens may be logical. For example if you want a 500/8 mirror lens, you have no choice but to use a handheld focus lens, or a new lens built-in EOS mountain or older EOS-compatible lens. Another reason may be saving money for a special lens like a fisheye. Because fisheye lenses
hardly need to focus (they have huge depth of And because they have a lens that most people only use very occasionally, it makes sense to save money and get the focus lens manually for about 1/3 af version cost. On the other hand there is really no point in adapting the 50mm lens of the Canon EF 50/1.8 II costing
about $100 new, high quality image returns, has AF and DFF camera control. You could argue that the optical quality of the older manual focus lens may be better than that of the similar EF lens, but I have not realized that really to be the case, at least with comparable optics. For example two 50mm pentax lenses
(50/1/4 and 55/2) I've tested really no better run than canon EF 50/1.8 II. f1.4 has 2/3 stops faster though. You can find some very cheap Pentax Bolt Mountain lenses. For example for under $30 you can probably find generic brand 28/2.8, 35/2.8, 135/2.8 and any 50mm lens count from f1.4 to f2. If you just want to be
tested, these lenses and the M42 adapter to EOS offer a very cheap route. Optical quality may not be the highest, but then it's not costly either. Zeiss Distagon T 15mm f/2.8 ZE in a Canon EF mount Some people suggest that some manual focus lenses are better then their Canon AF equivalents. For example the handy
focus of zeiss 21mm f2.8 sais is significantly better than Canon 20/2.8 or any of the wide-angle zooms that cover 21mm, and, in fact, one of the best broadbanders available, especially in terms of corner sharpness and edge. I can't confirm this myself since I'm not personally used one, but I don't see any reason why it
can't be true and it certainly seems judged from examples of the image I posted on the web. However, it will cost you about $1,700 new (Canon EF20/2.8 closer to $400), so it's definitely not a cheap or convenient route to optical quality! If you can live with manual focus and stop measuring and you don't demand the
highest optical quality, some of these lenses represent good value. Value.
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